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#Parisjetaime

Parisian guides are out and about

Noir & Blanc. A photographic
aesthetic. Collection of the
Bibliothèque Nationale.

Mk2 Hôtel Paradisio

Tired of the virtual world? Guided tours
outdoors are authorized for groups of 6 people
maximum. More information on our website.

© Mk2 Hôtel Paradisio

>> EVENTS

https://en.parisinfo.com

© Noir & Blanc / BnF

The Eiffel Tower is getting
a makeover

Welcome to the first ‘cinema hotel’! Located
above the mk2 cinema, the hotel has 2 suites,
equipped with a private projection room,
and 34 rooms with giant screens. The artistic
directors are: JR, Christian Boltanski and
Alexandre Mattiussi.

For its 20th and biggest re-painting project,
and with a view to the 2024 Olympic Games, the
Tower is getting a new more golden colour! Work
started at the end of 2019 and will finish in 2022.
A fascinating look at the history of black and
white photography from its origins to the
present day, through 300 emblematic prints
at the BnF. See works by Man Ray, Diane Arbus
and Cartier-Bresson in this online exhibition.
Until 21 June 2021
www.grandpalais.fr/en

‘Experience Versailles’

www.toureiffel.paris/en

March 2021 (subject to the health situation)
135 boulevard Diderot, 12th
www.mk2hotelparadiso.com/en

From the Centre Pompidou
to the Musée de l’Armée
French people’s enthusiasm for podcasts
continues unabated and many Parisian
attractions and museums are brimming with
initiatives to offer them quality audio content.

Jo&Joe Nation
The new Accor brand for millennials,
somewhere between a youth hostel and
a hotel, has arrived in the east of Paris. It
features private rooms, dormitories, a 200 m2
rooftop terrace and a skateboarding vibe.

https://en.parisinfo.com

April 2021 (subject to the health situation)
59-61 rue de Buzenval, 20th
www.joandjoe.com/paris-nation/en

© Vivez Versailles

>> WHAT’S NEW?

Extension of line 14

Paris j’Adore – Hôtel & Spa*****

The Greater Paris transport network is taking
shape and line 14 of the Paris Metro has opened
2 new stations: Porte de Clichy and Mairie de
Saint-Ouen.
www.ratp.fr/en

© Paris j’Adore

In addition to digital exhibitions, the Palace of
Versailles invites visitors to relive virtually the
visit of the Siamese Embassy to the Court of
Louis XIV in 1686, and the famous ‘Bal des Ifs’
(a masked ball) given by Louis XV.
http://en.chateauversailles.fr

After a first instalment on not-to-miss cultural
attractions in Greater Paris, the guide is back
with a special edition titled ‘Grand Paris de la
Culture’ listing 35 addresses to (re)discover as
soon as cultural sites reopen.
May (available online and in bookshops)
https://magasinsgeneraux.com/en

Pepper & Paper

© Pepper & Paper

The Guide des Grands Parisiens
2021-2023, by Enlarge your
Paris and the Magasins généraux

This new design apartment hotel, from the
group Madeho, is aimed at families and
business travellers looking to enjoy the
comfort of a private apartment
34 rue de l’Arbalète, 5th
www.pepperandpaper.com

Selection of the Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau | See all Paris events on

Combining luxury and originality, this new
address in the Batignolles district is sure to
appeal to lovers and travellers passing through
the capital: fun home automation, rooms with
whirlpool baths, a swimming pool, hammam,
sauna, etc.
In the curse of 2021 (subject to the health
situation)
7 rue Beudant, 17th
www.hotelparisjadore.com/en

